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0. Introduction. 

 

Every language system comprises many overlapping levels of organization, each with its 

own structures and patterns. Because these levels overlap, patterns at different levels can 

come into conflict. For example, phonological regularity may entail morphological 

irregularity, as when addition of an affix requires a change in a stem. Morphological 

regularity in turn can entail phonological irregularity, as when a stem fails to undergo an 

otherwise regular phonological change upon affixation in the service of maintaining 

paradigm uniformity. In previous work I have argued that similarity-biased variation can 

contribute to the entrenchment of regular patterns over many cycles of language use and 

transmission (Wedel 2007). A great deal of evidence indicates that lexical memory is 

richly detailed at a number of levels, rather than limited to storage of symbolic, 

contrastive features as proposed in many classical models (reviewed in Pierrehumbert 

2003). Within a model incorporating this evidence for rich-memory, biases in production 

and perception toward previously experienced forms create a positive feedback loop 

promoting pattern entrenchment (Wedel 2006, 2007, reviewed in Pierrehumbert 2006). 

Given that a given system can potentially evolve toward many different meta-stable 

states, a task for anyone working within this evolutionary model of language pattern 

development is to understand what factors encourage or inhibit the transition from given 

pattern into another. Recent examples of work in this area can be found in Blevins and 

Blust (2003), Blevins (2004), Mielke (2004),  Chitoran and Hualde (2007) and many 



others. In this paper I argue that pattern conflict across distinct levels of organization can 

be understood in a feedback-driven model of change as an instance of multi-level 

selection, and that this can help us think productively about the role of category variance 

in promoting or inhibiting change throughout the language system. 

In the following section I review the role of noise in creating similarity-biases in 

category processing, and then in section 2 I go over some of the kinds of language change 

in which similarity-biased error may plausibly play a role. In section 3 I review how 

variation introduced by error influences the development of patterns within a rich 

memory model, as well as the use of evolutionary theory to model this process. Section 4 

discusses possible mechanisms for similarity biases in production and perception that can 

feed language change, and section 5 introduces multi-level selection as a potentially 

useful way to think about conflicts between different levels of generalization. Finally, 

section 6 presents an illustrative simulation of a multi-level selection at work in a model 

lexical system evolving under competing attractors formed by distinct phonological and 

morphological regularities, followed by brief concluding remarks. 

 

1. Error and similarity-bias in categorization 

 

Information processing is always errorful to some degree due to noise. The simplest error 

pattern arises in processing of individual bits of information in which there are just two 

possible states, e.g., 0 and 1. In this case, noise can only result in the transformation of 

one bit value into the other.  

 

(1) {..., 1, 1, 1, ... } → noise → { ..., 1, 0, 1, ... } 

 

 

Much of the processing in language, on the other hand, involves processing 

compositional signals in which the unit of interest is above the level of an indivisible bit. 

For example, a word is composed of subsidiary units of information, such as segments. 

Successful transmission of a higher order category such as this requires that both the 

information source and target have access to a common lower-level information pattern 



identifying the category, e.g., a segment sequence. In this case, there are two possible 

outcomes of noise in processing. If noise results in a pattern that is not successfully 

matched to any existing category, processing fails altogether at that level. However, noise 

can also result in a match to a different category, as when someone says can’t and I 

understand can.  

In a system in which categories can overlap to varying degrees, that is, can share 

variable amounts of lower level information, noise will always favor mismatches between 

more similar, over less similar categories. As an example, consider four categories each 

comprising two bits of information: {[1, 1], [1, 0], [0, 1], [0, 0]}. At any level of noise 

below that producing complete randomization, the odds that [1, 1] will be mismatched to 

[0, 1] or [1, 0] is always greater than the probability of matching to [0, 0]. As an 

illustration, Figure 1 shows the rate of matching [1, 1] to [0, 1], and to [0, 0] respectively, 

at varying noise levels, where a noise level of 1 represents complete randomization of 

original information. Numerically predicted rates are shown as well as simulated rates 

averaged over 1000 trials at each noise level.  

 

Figure 1. Pattern-matching error to similar versus less similar categories under noise. 

 

 
 



Given that language involves the processing of compositional categories that vary in their 

similarity along various dimensions, noise-driven mismatch errors will always be biased 

toward similar categories. In previous work I have argued that similarity-biased, 

‘analogical’ error can serve as a seed for phonological change and entrenchment of 

patterns within a rich-memory model of language production and perception (Wedel 

2004, 2006, 2007). Here, I will explore some consequences of the hypothesis that a 

general similarity-biased error also contributes to analogical change at the morphological 

level. Because dimensions of phonological and morphological similarity can cut across 

one another, similarity biased error and variation should set up conflicts between these 

distinct kinds of regularity. My goal in the next sections is to show that considering 

analogical change of all kinds to be initiated by similarity-biased error has the potential to 

shed light on the outcomes of conflict between and among phonological and 

morphological regularities (Sturtevant 1947). 

 

2. Pattern extension in phonology and morphology 

 

Many sound changes are ‘unnatural’ in the sense that they do not appear to originate in 

common articulatory or perceptual tendencies. Some of these appear instead to originate 

in pattern extension. For example, in phonology, sound patterns can be extended from an 

original, ‘natural’ context into contexts in which the change is not clearly phonetically 

motivated (for examples, see Mielke 2004, pp 102-114, Blevins 2006). 

In morphology, both leveling and extension changes can be considered instances 

of pattern extension (discussed in Hock 2003). In leveling, members within a paradigm 

become more alike in some way. For example, the historical stem-final [f~v] alternation 

in the singular-plural pair dwarf ~ dwarves has leveled for many speakers of American 

English to dwarf ~ dwarfs. Paradigmatic extension occurs when a change creates a 

relationship within one paradigm that is parallel in some way to a relationship holding in 

another. For example, the originally regular present-past paradigm of dive ~ dived has 

shifted for many speakers to dive ~ dove, presumably by extension on the model of the 

group containing drive ~ drove, ride ~ rode, etc.  



None of these phonological or morphological patterns can be fully understood 

without making reference to the existing language system. Given that learners and adult 

users alike have some knowledge of the ambient linguistic system, there are two 

conceptually distinct pathways by which patterns in the existing system can influence 

change: (i) by influencing the range of variants presented by adults to learners as input, 

and (ii) by influencing the ways that learners organize this input as they bootstrap 

between input and their current system toward the adult system (Pierrehumbert 2003; cf. 

CHANCE and CHANGE in the framework of Evolutionary Phonology, Blevins 2004). In 

both cases, similarity-biases can accentuate asymmetries within the experience of an 

individual. Within a rich-memory model of language production and processing (e.g., 

Pierrehumbert 2001, Wedel 2004, 2007), this asymmetry in experience is recorded in a 

corresponding asymmetry in the language system at some level. What dimensions of 

similarity are most salient in a particular system is an empirical question, dependent on 

both relatively universal as well as system-specific details (see e.g., Albright (this 

volume) and Pierrehumbert (2006) for discussion of these issues). 

 

3. Rich memory, feedback and evolution 

 

There is abundant evidence that the mental lexicon stores much more information about 

lexical forms than would be in principle necessary to produce them accurately. In turn, 

there is evidence that new experiences continually contribute to this store of information, 

and that this information biases both subsequent perception (e.g., Johnson 1997, 

Guenther et al. 2004, Eisner and McQueen 2005) and production (Goldinger 2000 

Harrington 2000). As a result, processing a particular instance of a form increases the 

probability that a similar form will be processed in the same way in the future, and that 

corresponding forms will be produced in a similar way in the future. This creates positive 

feedback that promotes the entrenchment of patterns over many cycles of production and 

perception in acquisition, and to some degree in adult usage as well (Wedel 2006, 2007, 

reviewed in Pierrehumbert 2006).  

Within a model of language in which variation within and across categories can 

be stored in some form and reproduced, the system as a whole can change through 



evolutionary processes (Wedel 2006). The most well-known mechanism for a 

reproducing population to evolve over time is through selection, in which some variant 

elements in the population reproduce more than others via some interaction within the 

system. As long as there is some mechanism for variation to arise and persist, selection 

can favor some variants over others in some way, thereby altering the distribution of 

characteristics within the population over time. Although some rich-memory models 

assume that the only content of categories is in the form of fully detailed exemplars 

(reviewed in Tenpenny 1995), there is evidence that behavior also proceeds through use 

of independent, more abstract generalizations about input data (e.g., Kuehne et al. 2000, 

Albright this volume). For the purposes of the argument here, provided that within-

category variation can persist in the system at some level – whether at the level of 

exemplars or of generalizations about some form – selection among, and created by these 

variants will be able lead to change. 

When incipient patterns conflict in systems including positive feedback, the most 

stable outcome is dominance of one pattern over the other. In previous work, I have 

argued that similarity-biased errors in production and perception may serve as an 

underlying cause of the development of regular phonological patterns in language 

through positive feedback, despite the ability of the language system to store and use 

otherwise predictable information (Wedel 2007). The development of consistent patterns 

in morphology has also been argued to arise through positive feedback over many cycles 

of errorful learning (e.g., Hare and Elman 1995). Here I will suggest that errors biased 

toward similarity assessed across distinct levels of categorization create multiple 

competing pathways for the resolution of conflicts between regularities, and that this 

conflict can be understood in terms of multi-level selection.  

 

4. Similarity biases in production and perception 

 

In any process that distinguishes between categories, the rate of error in element 

identification or manipulation due to noise will be greater between more similar 

categories relative to less similar categories. Processes in language use that provide 

opportunities for these kinds of similarity-biased errors include (i) motor entrenchment in 



production, (ii) the magnet effect in perception, and (iii) the application of relational 

categories to compose related forms. Motor entrenchment is a general property of motor 

systems in which practiced motor routines bias future motor execution in some relation to 

similarity (Zanone and Kelso 1997). This sets up a positive feedback loop in which, 

ceteris paribus, less frequent production variants should be steadily deformed toward 

more frequent production variants over time (Bybee 2002, discussed in Wedel  2006, 

2007). On the perceptual side, the perceptual magnet effect (Kuhl 1991, 1995) provides 

another potential source of positive feedback which can act to enhance the similarity of 

forms over time. The perceptual magnet effect refers to the finding that percepts tend to 

be biased systematically toward the centers of categories relative to the stimuli that gave 

rise to them. Within models of the perceptual magnet effect in which warping precedes 

categorization (Guenther and Gjaja 1996), this systematic warping should pull similar 

pronunciations closer together over time through feedback between perception and 

production (Wedel 2007). 

 Both motor gestures and linguistically relevant sound categories often have a 

relational internal structure, with the result that they cannot be fully characterized by a 

simple list of properties. Instead, these categories must include some higher-order 

relational information. Phonological examples include sound-categories with temporally 

ordered gestures such as diphthongs, affricates, and contour tones. The central 

importance for language of such ‘relational categories’ has been discussed at length by 

Dedre Gentner and colleagues in the context of semantics (Gentner and Kurtz 2005). 

Morphophonological patterns are also relational, in that they describe some mapping 

between forms (Bybee 1985). These patterns are often described in terms of rules, but 

they may be described as well in terms of relational categories, identified with, for 

example, the large number of possible patterns in the relationship between present and 

past forms of English verbs (Albright and Hayes 2002). Generalizations (whether 

expressed as rules or relational categories) play a role in production or identification of 

linguistic forms whenever some form is reconstructed from a related form. The parade 

example of this use is in the production of a novel form fitting a pattern. In this case, a 

large body of research indicates that the applicability of a generalization to a novel form 

is gradient and dependent on similarity to other forms that are covered under that 



generalization (e.g., Long and Almor 2000, Albright 2002, Krott et al. 2002, Ernestus and 

Baayen 2003).  

 Production of previously learned, morphologically complex forms within a 

paradigm can proceed by direct retrieval from memory or through reconstruction from a 

base using an associated generalization (e.g., Baayen 1992, Alegre and Gordon 1999). 

Error in application of a generalization in this process can result in an extended or leveled 

output pattern depending on the source of the generalization (Hock 2003). Extension of a 

compositional pattern results in a leveled output, as when speakers of English 

occasionally produce the past tense of an irregular verb regularly. Extension of a pattern 

involving some stem-change appears as an extended output pattern, as when English 

speakers produce the past tense of a regular verb in a way that matches some irregular 

past-tense pattern (e.g., Bybee and Modor 1983). Extension of irregular patterns have 

been shown to be more likely to occur to bases that share phonological features with the 

set of forms exhibiting that irregular pattern (Bybee and Modor 1983, Long and Almor 

2000, Albright and Hayes 2002).  

There are a wide variety of generalizations that are potentially involved in 

production and perception of any linguistic form, from lower level phonotactic 

generalizations about feature groupings and segment sequences, to higher level relational, 

morphological generalizations about possible paradigmatic relationships. Because the 

sequences referred to by these generalizations can overlap to any degree, there is the 

possibility of conflict between distinct kinds of generalizations. The following section 

discusses the possible outcomes of this conflict in terms of competition between levels of 

selection. 

 

5. Similarity biases and selection 

 

In biological evolution, errors in the replication of a gene are thought to be random, at 

least with respect to the phenotype conferred by the gene. Selection on the basis of the 

interaction of a variant gene product with its environment influences the likelihood of 

reproduction of some unit containing the gene (such as a cell, a multi-cellular organism, 

or a kin-group). As a consequence, the production of variants and the filter on what 



variants survive to reproduce are mechanistically distinct. On the other hand, within a 

model of language in which errors can be biased by similarity to other existing forms and 

patterns, variation in what is produced and what is perceived is non-random with regard 

to the ‘phenotype’ of the system (cf. CHANCE and CHOICE in the framework of 

Evolutionary Phonology (Blevins 2004)). In this regard, similarity-biased error acts in 

production as a selective filter acting on the pool of potential variants, influencing which 

variants actually emerge to become part of the exemplar set of the larger system. In 

perception, similarity-biased error acts as a selective filter by biasing identification and 

storage into categories. 

In biological systems, genes exist within a Russian doll of nested units that are 

potentially the objects of selection, ranging from the gene itself, through the 

chromosome, the cell, the multi-cellular individual organism, the kin group and 

potentially beyond (Mayr 1997). Selection can potentially act at each of these levels, 

often mediated by distinct mechanisms and on different time scales1. For example, 

selection at the level of the cell strongly favors cells that are unconstrained in their 

growth, which promotes the development of cancer within an individual’s lifetime. 

Selection at the level of the individual on the other hand strongly favors strong control 

over cell division. In concert, these two selective pressures lead both to selection for 

cancer within the population of cells within a single individual, and to selection against 

early development of cancer over a timescale of many lifetimes within the population of 

individuals.  

Within a single level of selection, the net selection pressure deriving from 

multiple independent loci of selection can often be approximated as a simple sum. For 

example, if a trait increases fitness in some way to a given degree, but decreases it by to 

the same degree through an independent pathway, the net selection pressure on that trait 

may be near zero. In contrast, when selection pressures on a given trait operate at 

different levels of selection, say the cell versus the individual, these pressures can interact 

in a more complex way. Selection against a trait at one level can often proceed through 

                                                
1 The well-known phenomenon of kin-selection is a particular case of selection beyond 
the individual. In kin-selection, selection at the level of the kin-group favors the evolution 
of behavior detrimental to the self when it supports the greater reproductive success of a 
close relative.  



creating a systemic change that makes selection for that trait at another level less 

efficient. One way to influence the efficiency of selection is through modifying the 

amount of variation present at a given level of selection; greater variance provides more 

opportunities for a fitter variant to be selected (e.g.,Taylor et al. 2002).  

Within the model presented here, the competition between selection for regularity 

at distinct levels of linguistic organization is similar to biological multi-level selection in 

that change at one level can influence the opportunities for change at another. Within the 

present model, a pattern serves as a self-reinforcing attractor by biasing variation/error 

toward itself. Because linguistic categories can overlap with or contain one another (as 

for example when a sound category is part of a sound-meaning category), a change that 

increases the regularity of a pattern at one categorial level can decrease it at another. A 

decrease in regularity of a pattern (i.e., an increase in variance) therefore has two 

interacting effects on further change: (i) as variance increases at that level, the range of 

future variation increases, potentiating change; (ii) as variance increases, similiarity-

driven selection pressure toward the mean is weakened. Both of these effects should 

independently potentiate a shift further away from regularity in the contents of a category 

through evolutionary change.   

 

6. Illustrating multi-level, selection-driven pattern development by simulation. 

 

In Wedel (2007) I illustrated the evolution of regular stress patterns through 

similarity-based positive feedback within a simulated lexicon over many cycles of 

production and perception. In these simulations, the only relationships encoded between 

lexical items were on the basis of shared segmental properties in temporal order. 

Segmental properties that were provided to the system included stress value, segmental 

category features and word-edge status. An example of a three syllable lexical entry is 

 

[1, a, I] [-1, b] [1, c, F] 

 

where square brackets enclose syllables. Each syllable is characterized by a stress value 

and one or more additional features: ‘1’ and ‘-1’ represent stress and stresslessness, 



respectively, lower-case letters represent segmental features, and ‘I’ and ‘F’ correspond 

to ‘word-initial’ and ‘word-final’. 

Lexical production in each round of the simulation proceeded by copying the 

information stored in the lexical entry into an output form with a low probability of error 

in the stress value, and then restoring it in the lexical entry, replacing the original. 

Directional change could intervene in this process through the action of two kinds of 

error-bias in output production, one external, and the other system-dependent. The 

external error bias was a constant, lexicon-independent bias favoring alternating stress, 

such that each word would eventually tend to exhibit alternating stress regardless of the 

initial state.  The second kind of error consisted of  a similarity-bias in which output 

stress values had a slight probability of deviating from the stored value toward the values 

of other forms, in relation to similarity and type-frequency. The simulation detected 

pattern trends within the lexicon by identifying every existing combination of features 

and stress values in the lexicon, and looking for robust generalizations. When an existing 

robust feature-set:stress-value generalization conflicted with the stored version of a word, 

the output based on that word had a greater than chance  probability of shifting stress 

values to match the larger generalization. As a result, the system showed a strong 

tendency to create broad associations between stress values and features over many 

cycles of production and restorage.  

Within the lexicon, there were many possible segmental features, but only two 

edge features (initial vs. final). Many words therefore failed to share any segmental 

features at all, while every word had both an initial and final edge feature associated with 

the initial and final syllables, respectively. As a consequence, the most robust 

generalization that the lexicon could possibly evolve was one in which a given stress 

value was consistently associated with the initial and/or final word edge, rather than to 

some other segmental feature(s). When both even- and odd-syllable words were included 

in the lexicon, the dominant pattern was the evolution of an alternating stress pattern 

consistently aligned either to the initial or the final syllable.  

To illustrate multi-level selection within this model, I modified the simulation 

architecture to include two optional suffix syllables for a subset of the words in the 

lexicon, identified with the abstract features [y] and [z] respectively. A portion of a 



sample lexicon is shown in Figure 3. The final syllable of every word contains a final-

edge feature (F). The lexicon consists of 80 words. Half of the words in the lexicon do 

not have a related a suffixed form, illustrated in (3a). The other half, as illustrated in (3b), 

appear in addition in a suffixed form. An [F] feature appears on the final syllable in all 

forms2. 

 

Figure 3. Example of a statically regular lexicon 

 

(a) Stem-only paradigms 

 

[-1, a] [1, b, F] 

... 

 

(b) Stem and Stem+Suffix paradigms 

 

         Stem     Stem + Suffix 

[-1, c] [1, d, F]    ~   [1, c] [-1, d] [1, y, F] 

... 

 

[-1, e] [1, f, F]    ~    [1, e] [-1, f] [1, z, F] 

... 

 

The lexicon in Figure 3 is ‘statically regular’ with regard to stress, because all entries 

show alternating stress aligned to the final syllable. It is ‘relationally irregular’ with 

regard to stress, because stems in bare and suffixed forms show opposite stress patterns.  

The system retains the ability to detect robust static generalizations across all 

                                                
2 In order to focus the simulation on conflict between emergent phonological and morphological 

patterns, the development of stress associations at the final word-edge was encouraged by eliminating the 

initial-edge feature. Within over fifty independent trial simulations, the system always rapidly developed a 

stress pattern in stem-only paradigms in which stress was aligned to the final edge. 
 



words in each cycle. In addition, the system has been equipped with the ability to identify 

the global stress pattern relationship between suffixed and unsuffixed forms and discover 

any robust associations between this relationship and any existing combination of 

features, using a parallel computational mechanism to that used for the discovery of static 

generalizations (described in Wedel 2004, 2007). This latter ability allows the emergence 

of relational generalizations of varying specificity. For example, a maximally specific 

generalization would match the stress pattern of a particular unsuffixed form to its related 

suffixed form, whereas a less specific generalization could emerge if a number of 

different unsuffixed forms shared the same stress pattern relationship with their suffixed 

forms. Although implemented in a computationally distinct way, this is conceptually 

parallel to the mechanism of relational generalization discovery in Albright and Hayes’ 

Minimal Generalization Algorithm (2002)3. As before, the process of encoding an output 

corresponding to a stored form was subject to error biased toward existing patterns in the 

lexicon in proportion to similarity and type frequency. As in the single-level simulations 

in Wedel (2007), low level noise was also included, in the form of a very small 

probability of context-free error in correctly reproducing the stored stress value in any 

syllable.  

The result is a system that has two distinct levels of system-dependent 

generalization that can influence error: static generalizations at the level of features, and 

relational generalizations between related words, where the targets of relational 

generalizations contain the targets of static generalizations. Pattern competition within 

and between these two levels of generalization resulted in three common classes of 

patterns. In one class of patterns, alternating stress developed with a given stress value 

consistently associated with the final edge of all words, with no reference to any semantic 

feature. This is the type of pattern that emerges in the absence of any possible relational 

generalization linking related words. This pattern represents full regularity with regard to 

phonological categories, and full irregularity within each morphologically related pair, as 

the stress pattern for the stem in the unsuffixed form is opposite that found in the 

                                                
3 Previous work compared the mechanism of pattern discovery used here to several 
computational mechanisms including Analogical Language Modeling (Skousen 1989), 
and showed that they all produced qualitatively similar regular patterns (Wedel 2004). 



corresponding suffixed form, as in Figure 3 above.  

In a second common pattern, all two syllable forms in the lexicon had the same 

stress value associated with the final edge, while each suffixed form had the opposite 

stress value at its final edge, thereby preserving the stress pattern of the stem. This 

represents full morphological, or relational regularity with regard to stem stress pattern, 

and full phonological, or static irregularity with regard to final-edge stress alignment. The 

lexicon in Figure 4 below exhibits this pattern. A third pattern occasionally arose in 

which the paradigm associated with one suffix showed phonological regularity, and the 

other showed morphological regularity.  

 

Figure 4. Example of a relationally regular lexicon. 

 

(a) Stem-only paradigms 

 

[-1, a] [1, b, F] 

... 

 

(b) Stem and Stem+Suffix paradigms 

 

         Stem     Stem + Suffix 

[-1, c] [1, d, F]    ~   [-1, c] [1, d] [-1, y, F] 

... 

 

[1, e] [-1, f, F]    ~    [1, e] [-1, f] [1, z, F] 

... 

 

In this model, both leveling and extension occur in the same way: through errorful 

application of a different relational generalization. If there is only one primary relational 

generalization that fits all the data, then the only available mechanism for change in stress 

pattern lies in the low level noise factor which provides a continual, small input of stress 

pattern variants into the system. This occasionally leads to the fortuitous emergence of a 



different generalization, which can then spread through similarity based error. As 

expected, it first spreads through the most similar subset of words within the lexicon, 

after which it may spread further. This is illustrated in the graph in Figure 5 below, where 

a value of ‘1’ represents full relational regularity in the stress of stems in related suffixed 

and unsuffixed forms, and ‘-1’ represents full static identity in the stress patterns of all 

words in the lexicon with respect to the final word edge. The simulation is seeded with a 

lexicon exhibiting full relational regularity in both the ‘y’ and ‘z’ suffix paradigms, like 

that shown above in Figure 4. This pattern remains stable for 1000 cycles despite the 

steady introduction of low-level variation in stress patterns by noise.  

 

 

Figure 5. Competition between static and relational regularities 

 
 

Shortly after the z-suffix paradigm switches to a pattern in which all forms have the same 

stress with regard to the final word edge, the y-suffix forms are able to follow suit. This 

change is potentiated because the z-suffix paradigm presents a similar group of words 

governed by a distinct generalization which can itself be errorfully applied to members of 

the y-suffix paradigm. In other words, as soon as a new generalization emerges, its 

misapplication provides a new pathway of change. A close-up of this transition is shown 

in Figure 6 below. 



 

Figure 6. Competiton between static and relational regularities: cycle 885-1150. 

 
 

The dependence of a change between a static and relational stress pattern on the pre-

existence of a target pattern in the lexicon holds in both the ‘extension’ and ‘leveling’ 

directions. In 10 simulations in which the seed lexicon was statically regular throughout 

(that is, where stress was aligned to the final edge of all words), it took an average of 

~1400 cycles for a change to a relational pattern within one of the suffix paradigms to 

emerge. Likewise, in 10 simulations seeded with a lexicon exhibiting relational regularity 

in all suffixed-unsuffixed word pairs (that is, where the stem in each pair had the same 

stress), the average time to a change to static regularity was near 1700 cycles. In contrast, 

if the seed lexicon started with static regularity in one suffix paradigm, and relational 

regularity in the other, in 10 simulations it took on average less than 300 cycles for a 

further change to occur in one of the paradigms. The rate of change is greater when there 

are multiple existing patterns in the lexicon because each pattern represents a template for 

analogical extension.  

The potentiating effect of multiple patterns can also be seen in the rate of error in 

output stress among the stem-only paradigms within the lexicon. When the stress pattern 

is statically regular, all stress patterns are edge-aligned across the entire lexicon. Under 

this condition, random noise is the only source of error in stress-output in stem-only 



paradigms. When the stress pattern is relationally regular, however, some lexical entries 

have the opposite stress pattern as that in stem-only paradigms. In this case, there is an 

additional pattern in the lexicon to provide a pathway for variation in stress-output 

beyond random noise. Within the simulation, this can be seen by comparing the number 

of stem-only paradigm outputs with a variant stress patterns in a statically regular, versus 

relationally regular lexicon. Figure 7 below shows the error rate in stress within stem-

only paradigm outputs over 10 independent runs of 1000 cycles each in the context of 

either a statically, or relationally regular lexicon. When the stress pattern is consistently 

aligned to the final word-edge over the entire lexicon (i.e, is statically regular), the error 

rate in stress in stem-only paradigm outputs is .04. However, when the stress pattern is 

instead aligned to a stem-edge within stem ~ stem+suffix  paradigms (i.e., is relationally 

regular), the average error rate in stem-only paradigm outputs goes up to .16.  

 

Figure 7. The error rate in production of the dominant stress pattern in stem-only 

paradigm outputs is lowest when the entire lexicon is statically regular. The error rate 

goes up in these paradigms when other stem ~ stem+suffix paradigms are relationally 

regular. 

 



 
 

This higher error rate in the relationally regular lexicon comes about through the 

existence of an additional pattern in the lexicon, which provides an additional pathway to  

a change in stress. The resulting increased variance in stress patterns within stem-only 

paradigms has two related effects: (i) the dominant stress pattern of stem-only paradigms 

is less stable, and therefore more likely to change over time, and (ii), the dominant stress 

pattern of stem ~ stem+suffix paradigms is more stable, because any similarity-bias 

promoting static regularity is weakened. This is conceptually parallel to cases in 

biological evolution in which selection at one level acts by modulating variance at 

another (e.g., Taylor et al. 2002). 

  

7. Summary and conclusions 

 

The statistics of error in pattern matching ensure that similar patterns will substitute for 

each other more often than less similar patterns in production and perception. In any 

model of language production and perception in which intra-categorical variants can 

coexist and compete within the system, positive feedback promotes the evolution of 



regular patterns. Under the assumption that both static and relational generalizations are 

manipulated during language production and perception, error between similar 

generalizations should produce a wide range of similarity effects at different levels, from 

phonotactics to morphology (see e.g., Burzio 2002).  

When similarity at separate levels of organization cannot be simultaneously 

maximized, similarity-biased error and feedback promotes the entrenchment of one 

pattern at the expense of the other. The potentiation of change by similarity-biased error 

allows this snowball-effect to proceed in opposite directions at different levels: as  

variance decreases at one level, further change to solidify the spreading pattern is 

potentiated by feedback; at the same time, the more variance increases at the other level, 

the less similarity-bias brakes further change. When we view similarity-bias as a form of 

selection on the range of possible variants that enter the linguistic system over time 

(Wedel 2006), the interaction between overlapping levels of organization in the lexicon 

can be understood as a form of multl-level selection. As an illustration, I presented results 

from a simple simulation showing that in a system in which errorful pattern extension is a 

primary pathway of change, competition between a static regularity and a relational 

regularity resulted in the rapid stabilization of one over the other, in part by modulating 

variance at distinct levels of organization. Further, if a new pattern establishes itself in a 

subset of the lexicon, the existence of this new generalization potentiates development of 

a similar pattern in other, similar words. 
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